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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure should remain in control of the Gulf until Thursday, allowing for southerly flow to continue across the basin until that 
time. Conditions are expected to increase beginning tonight and continuing into Thursday in response to the approaching cold front, 
with gentle to moderate winds becoming more moderate to fresh, and wave heights of around 1-3 feet becoming closer to 3-5 feet. 
Areas of patchy to dense sea fog will continue across the coastline and just offshore prior to the passage of this boundary as well.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Thursday night into Friday, the cold front then moves offshore across the Gulf. Winds will shift from southerly/southeasterly to
northerly/north-northeasterly and increase to strong to near gale. Wave heights behind the front in excess of 10-12 feet are also 
expected. Rainfall is expected with this boundary, but strong thunderstorms are currently not forecast. Winds then turn more 
easterly across the weekend and decrease back down to closer to fresh to occasionally strong status. High pressure is then expected 
to be the controlling feature for the weekend and the beginning of next week until the next frontal boundary and low pressure
system is expected to impact the basin on Tuesday into Wednesday. Sea fog should also creep back across the region late in the 
weekend into early next week as weaker flow is expected again.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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